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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing aims to provide users with instant, on-demand
access to large pools of computational resources. Although many
organizations and end-users have migrated services and data to
the cloud, there are a number of security concerns that exist there.
In particular, recent researches have highlighted virtual machine
(VM) co-residency as a new risk brought to the infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) cloud by virtualization technologies which form the
core of IaaS platforms. The placement of an attacker’s virtual
machine (VM) on the same physical server as a victim's VM is the
key to successfully launching several harmful side-channel attacks
to gain sensitive and valuable information about the co-residing
VMs. When such placement manifests in a malicious manner then
it is called VM co-residency. Studying these new VM coresidency’s associated threats in the large, non-transparent and
diverse IaaS clouds can become a very challenging task that
requires an effective test bed that supports experimentation under
different scenarios and settings. In this paper a number of cloud
platforms and software tools are evaluated on their suitability as
test beds for experimenting on VMs co-residency. It concludes
with a recommendation for implementing a new VM co-residency
simulator which can be used as a test bed for future research on
VM co-residency in the cloud.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Metrics]: Performance Measures; I.6.4 [SIMULATION
AND MODELLING]: Model Validation and Analysis.

General Terms

technology that is used for resources sharing between users in the
IaaS cloud [29]. Cloud providers usually allow many tenants to
run their own VMs on a shared physical infrastructure, known as
“multi-tenancy”. A side-channel attack requires placing a VM on
the same physical server as the victim's VM, in order to
successfully launch a side-channel attack, such as: a Theft-ofService attack [22]; extracting a decryption key [46]; and many
others [3] [4] [5] [9] and [15]. There is no single or best approach
for studying VM co-residency in the cloud because there exists
too many factors that need to be taken into account when
conducting the experiments. These include cloud architecture,
functional and non-functional requirements, etc. In addition,
studying VM co-residency is of an experimental nature and
therefore it requires a proper test bed that satisfies the design of
experiment’s test bed conditions [41]. Therefore, this paper makes
the following contributions: First, exploring the available test beds
which can be used to examine different aspects of VM coresidency, in order to help the researchers to choose the best
option that fulfils their experiments’ requirements. Second,
comparing different test beds based on how they meet certain
requirements for experimenting on large-scale clouds, such as
scalability, cost, etc.
In this paper, section 2 outlines the test bed selection criteria to
help identify the most suitable test bed for different types of VM
co-residency experiments. In section 3, a survey of 20 of the
available test beds for a VM co-residency experiment is provided,
followed by a comparison and evaluation of the elected test beds
according to the selection criteria. This leads to a conclusion of
how suitable each test bed is for different type of experiments on
VM co-residency in large IaaS clouds.

Reliability, Experimentation, Security

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing services, such as Microsoft’s Azure [6] and
Amazon’s EC2 [1], provide infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
allowing users to create and run their own servers in the cloud as
virtual machines (VMs) on a pay-as-you-consume basis. With the
emergence of cloud computing as a widely used solution for IT
operations outsourcing, this hosting model inherits some
significant and critical security issues. Among these issues is the
risk of launching side-channel attacks on co-residing VMs by
malicious users. They do this by exploiting the virtualization

2. TEST BED SELECTION CRITERIA
In this paper, it is assumed that studying VM co-residency in large
IaaS clouds requires experimentation with various cloud user
types, settings and volumes, various kinds and numbers of VMs,
different types and numbers of heterogeneous hosts and clusters,
and most importantly a number of VM allocation algorithms.
Performing such an experiment in large and dynamic
environments needs a test bed that meets a certain set of criteria
and requirements in order to conduct the experiment efficiently
within a short time and under limited resources. For the purpose
of conducting this evaluation, it has been assumed that the
available time for experimentation on the selected test bed is 3
calendar months, and the research’s available resources are a
small lab which consists of 10s of mid-range machines operated
by a single researcher. By applying the design of experiments
theory principles [14], the criteria are set to help choosing the

most suitable test bed for this experiment. The first three criteria
were inspired by [24], whilst the remaining were derived from
[10], and directly relevant to the needs of the type of experiments
under discussion. After reviewing each of the test beds, the final
evaluation will examine each test bed against each of the selection
criteria to be described in this section.

2.1

Repeatable and Controllable

Gaining a full control over a repeatable test environment is
essential for sound, effective and accurate research and
experimenting in the cloud. A repeatable experiment means that
re-conducting the same experiment by the same experimenter
must produce similar results. Needless to say, being able to
conduct and repeat VM co-residency experiments in unpredictable
environment conditions with full control of the cloud resources
(e.g. cloud users, hosts, clusters, etc.) is the most important key to
achieve meaningful results.

2.2

Reproducible

The test bed must produce the same results when the same
experiment is conducted by a different researcher/operator.

2.3

Flexible

A flexible test bed must offer the ability to run the same
experiment on several cloud platform architectures with different
levels of details and different VM placement algorithms. This is
crucial to allow the experiment results to be generalizable.

2.4

Easy to Use

The test bed is available and legal to use in experimental
activities. Also, the time required for downloading and deploying
the test bed with proper technical documentation defines the
easiness requirement.

2.5

Scalable

VM co-residency experiments are usually designed to be
conducted on various scales of cloud computing architectures.
Scalability means that the chosen test bed is able to accommodate
the increase in the size of cloud resources without losing
performance, while maintaining the minimum expenditure of the
research’s resources.

2.6

Inexpensive and Not Time Consuming

In general, experimentation on large scale cloud computing
architecture requires both time and computational resources. It is
important when selecting the experiment’s test bed, to consider
the time and budget limitations for running the experiment on the
selected test bed. Quick implementation of the experiment on the
test bed, with minimum expense, as well as an acceptable
execution speed are important factors that influence the test bed
selection decisions.

2.7

Ability to Apply the Experiment’s Input
Values to the Test Bed

Since the experiment’s design usually requires exploring the
domain space by repeating the experiment under different input
values, it is necessary to have an extensible test bed which allows
easy control of the input values.

2.8

Sufficient Reporting/Monitoring System

Large-scale experiments usually produce a vast amount of output
and statistical data that are used to analyse the results. In addition

to the need for good reporting capabilities, the test bed must also
allow the user to effectively monitor and record all necessary
actions related to VM co-residency, such as the ability to detect
VM co-residency easily and other co-residency related
behaviours.

3. AVAILABLE TEST BEDS
The experimental validation methodologies in large-scale systems
presented in [24] aims to define the best practices to conduct good
experiments in large-scale systems. The suggested experimental
methodologies are categorized based on the type of test bed they
use. They include: real-platform experiments (executing real
applications on real platforms); benchmarking (executing
modelled applications on real platforms); emulation (executing
real applications on modelled platforms); and simulation
(executing modelled applications on modelled platforms).
Looking at the above experimental methodologies, the realplatform and the benchmarking experiments usually use real
platforms as a test bed, whereas the emulation and simulation
methodologies use modelled platforms. Focusing on real-platform
and simulation methodologies in this paper, three different test
beds are selected for comparison based on the aforementioned test
bed criteria: (1) real public IaaS platforms; (2) real private IaaS
platforms; and (3) cloud computing simulators. The comparison
between these three test beds is conducted as a straightforward
evaluation to assess each test bed against each criterion. This
comparison will help researchers to select the most suitable test
bed for their experiments on VM co-residency in IaaS clouds.

3.1

Public IaaS Platforms

Cloud computing providers offer users the ability to rent
computing infrastructure (e.g. servers) on-demand to cover their
needs. Public cloud computing platforms such as Microsoft’s
Windows Azure, Amazon’s EC2 and Rackspace [7] provide IaaS,
allowing users to run their own servers in the cloud by simply
creating VMs as servers, according to the providers’ service level
agreement (SLA). In order to utilize their physical infrastructure,
virtualization is used to allow physical resources to be shared
between users, and because of this, each cloud platform exhibits
different workloads and can vary in the underlying infrastructure
and configurations and compliance to certain SLAs.
Using public clouds as test bed is possible, yet it shows some
limitations. Ristenpart et al pioneered research in “Hey, You, Get
Off of My Cloud: Exploring Information Leakage in Third-Party
Compute Cloud” uses Amazon’s EC2 as a test bed, showing that
it is possible to map the internal cloud infrastructure in order to
locate where a specific targeted VM is likely to reside. After
achieving this, new VM probes are launched until one or more of
these probes become co-resident with the targeted VMs. They also
describe a number of attacking scenarios where a malicious user
can gather sensitive information from co-resident VMs that share
the same underlying machine using cross-VM side-channel
attacks [39]. Other researches, such as the AmazonIA paper [44],
have used public cloud platforms as test beds. For instance, the
researchers in AmazonIA have used Amazon’s EC2 to launch
various crafted Amazon Image Attacks in which they were able to
collect very sensitive information (including credentials,
passwords and keys). In addition, Amazon’s EC2 also has been
used as a test bed in [10]. Although the available public IaaS
clouds, including Amazon’s EC2, are usually easy to use with
their rapid scalability (as well as the numerous amounts of

available documentations and how-to-use resources), using public
clouds as a test bed comes with its own expenses. The diverse
varieties of possible cloud infrastructure configurations and
settings make the use of real cloud platforms as a test bed on VM
co-residency a very expensive and time consuming task. This is
because of the pay-as-you-go nature of the public cloud and the
need for conducting repeatable tests with different configurations
and settings, which results in a high number of experiment runs
[17]. Furthermore, public cloud providers such as Amazon EC2
and Windows Azure usually obscure the details of their cloud
infrastructure, networks and even VM placement policies, which
results in a lack of transparency [39]. With little to no
transparency, it becomes difficult to conduct testing experiments
on such platforms because the testers cannot obtain the necessary
information about the cloud anatomy and the implemented cloud
policies, making the public cloud a non-repeatable and hard to
control test environment. This also might result in the inability to
implement a sufficient reporting system for detecting underlying
events related to VM co-residency, as well as the inability to
generalize the experiment’s results due to the use of a very
specific cloud architecture. Furthermore, the level of control given
by the cloud provider to the user is usually very limited, which
makes it difficult to set the experiment’s input values. In some
situations, it is also possible that this type of extensive
experimental usage might lead to a violation of the cloud’s usage
policy [1]. From what has been discussed before, this combination
of limitations shows that public cloud computing platforms are
thought not to be always the best test bed for this type of research.

3.2

Private IaaS Platforms

Private IaaS cloud platforms, such as the open-source Eucalyptus
private cloud platform [36] and OpenNebula [19] offer similar
functionalities as public IaaS platforms, except for one major
difference: private IaaS platforms can be implemented in the
user’s own physical infrastructure whereas public IaaS run on a
third party infrastructure. This feature of the private IaaS offers
more flexibility to implement and model a vast array of possible
cloud architectures. Moreover, an open-source private cloud gives
the researchers the power to control and monitor every single
event in their experiments, which forms a good test bed to both
fully control the experiment’s input variables and to allow the
tester to implement a decent reporting system to monitor all VM
co-residency related events in a repeatable and controllable test
environment. Also, private cloud platforms have been used as test
beds in experimental research context for various objectives. For
instance, [28] have conducted an evaluation of software ageing
effects on the Eucalyptus cloud computing infrastructure, whilst
other researchers have used Eucalyptus as a proof of concept of
autonomic resource provisioning in rocks clusters [21]. However,
there is still a need when using private cloud platforms for large
capital investment to purchase and maintain the required hardware
infrastructure to conduct scalable experiments, which can
sometimes exceed the available resources for researchers.

3.3

Discrete-Event Simulators

One of the widely used test beds in large-scale experiments is to
use discrete-event simulators, such as grid simulators and cloud
computing simulators, instead of using real cloud platforms as test
beds. A discrete-event simulation [13], as opposed to real-time
simulations that mimic physical systems' execution at the exact
rate as actual clock time, has a collection of state variables which
reflect the current system status. These state variables can change

only at discrete instants (called events), whose sequential order
describes the simulated system behaviour. A list of some of these
simulators with descriptions and comparisons is provided next.

3.3.1

Grid Simulators.

In the area of distributed computing, grid computing is described
as a set of distributed systems that can provide on-demand access
to dependable, consistent and inexpensive hardware and software
infrastructure to process large amounts of non-interactive
workloads [23]. There are many multi-tier data centre simulation
platforms, such as MDCSim [42], that have been designed to
support the modelling of different hardware specifications of the
common data centres’ components, including servers, network
switches and communication links. However, grid simulators
require more advanced capabilities in order to simulate the
distributed applications' behaviour more accurately. In order to
meet the demand of research and development on grid systems,
several grid simulators, such as SimGrid [18], MicroGrid [43],
GridSim [16] and GangSim [20], have been introduced. In late
2012, SimGrid started to support a very basic interface to
implement virtualization environments, however this interface is
highly experimental as stated on the project website and that they
“…do not expect too much of it right now” [8]. Among these grid
simulators, GridSim is the most related to VM co-residency
research as it has been extended to form the base of some of the
cloud simulators [17].
Initially, GridSim was introduced as a simulator for resource
modelling, application scheduling and performance analysis in
grid computing environments. It supports the modelling of various
application models and it is capable of automating the task of
generating a stream of application workloads. GridSim was built
upon SimJava [31], a process-based discrete-event simulation
framework implemented in Java. Since SimJava runs a unique
thread for each element in the simulation, it has been shown in
[37] that SimJava toolkit performance degrades when simulating
more than 2,000 grid entities concurrently, because of the high
consumption of memory.. Since GridSim implements in the exact
way in which SimJava simulates the grids, it inherits this
scalability limitation. Even though grid simulators have been
designed to effectively and comprehensively model grid
environments and systems to the maximum extent, none of them
are capable of clearly abstracting the application layer from the
virtual and physical machines layer, which is the core requirement
of any cloud computing environment. This type of abstraction is
required when trying to model multi-layer architecture such as the
IaaS cloud. In addition, the above grid simulators lack the
capability to model virtualized resources and applications, as well
as the cloud management environment [40]. Therefore, it is not
practical to use grid simulators in this type of experiment and to
use cloud computing simulators instead.

3.3.2

Cloud Computing Simulators.

A cloud computing simulator is a toolkit that models and
simulates different cloud computing elements and environments
[33]. Cloud simulators are usually capable of simulating multiple
data centres, modelling the creation of VMs and the allocation of
these VMs to hosting machines, as well as the creation of cloud
users and generating different types of cloud-related requests and
many other elements of cloud computing. The use of cloud
simulators can provide a higher degree of flexibility to conduct
different types of experiments on a close-to-real cloud
environment. Several cloud computing simulators are reviewed

next in order to include them in the evaluation at the end of this
paper.

3.3.2.1 CloudSim.
CloudSim [17] is one of the widely used cloud computing
modelling and simulation toolkit which was developed at the
University of Melbourne, Australia. The main goal of CloudSim
is to help cloud computing researchers to conduct comprehensive
simulation-based experiments. The main features that CloudSim
offers includes the modelling and simulation of large scale cloud
computing IaaS, with configurable data centres, physical nodes,
resources and virtualization provisioning, as well as power
management. With its multi-layer design framework that reflects
the layered architecture of real cloud computing environments,
CloudSim was developed using Java and was built on top of the
SimJava-based grid simulator GridSim. As disabused earlier,
GridSim has several scalability limitations which CloudSim
inherited initially. Therefore, the developers of CloudSim decided
to modify the first release of this simulator and implement a new
discrete-event management framework. This became the
CloudSim core simulation engine (Figure 1). The new framework
uses only three main threaded components, and the remaining
entities are implemented as objects. Each component in the
CloudSim architecture is implemented as a Java class that can be
extended or changed to reflect certain simulation requirements.

as well as building several cloud network models such as VL2,
BCube, Portland and DCell to model different topologies that can
be found in real cloud environments.
Moreover, a group of researchers at the Pontifical Catholic
University of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil have recently
introduced another cloud simulator and visual modeller based on
CloudSim, called CloudAnalyst [45]. The primary goals of
CloudAnalyst are to visually model, simulate and analyse the
effects of geographic distribution of large distributed social
network applications under multiple deployment configurations in
the cloud, in order to give large applications’ developers helpful
insights into how to effectively distribute these type of
applications. Using CloudSim as the base simulation engine,
CloudAnalyst leverages whole features of CloudSim, and
implements important functionality that is missing.
For example, instead of spending unnecessary time on
programming the simulation environment requirements using
CloudSim, CloudAnalyst provides the user with a GUI to easily
control the simulator variables This helps the user to focus on the
environment simulation experiment. The rest of the added
functionality is mainly intended to introduce a basic network,
bandwidth and latency modelling management. Thus allowing the
user to configure the amount of generated applications’
workloads, to supply some information of the geographic
distribution of the origin of the generating traffic, as well as
defining the data centres' locations. By using this detailed
information, CloudAnalyst is capable of simulating distributed
applications' behaviour in the cloud, as well as producing various
graphical reports in the form of tables and charts of users’
requests response time, requests processing time and other useful
analytical data.
CloudReport [2] is another CloudSim-based cloud computing
simulator developed at Federal University of Ceara, Brazil. Its
functionalities are very similar to CloudAnalyst, providing an
easy-to-use GUI and a rich reporting module.

Figure 1. CloudSim Architecture
Difficulties arise, however, when an attempt is made to simulate
certain cloud environments with specific requirements using
CloudSim. Each of these different difficulties forms a reason
behind the development of many successive simulators that have
been built upon CloudSim. At least four cloud computing
simulators worldwide have been adopted to extend CloudSim in
order to add new functionality or components that CloudSim is
missing, such as network latency, bandwidth simulation, SLA
management, and more. For example, [27] highlights the need to
adopt an easy-to-set-up and user-friendly cloud platform, in order
to be used in education environments. They have surveyed the
available cloud simulators in the market and elected CloudSim as
a base platform for their intended simulator. They claim that new
enhancements and extensions to CloudSim are essential to
maintain a decent cloud computing educational toolkit. These
extensions have been implemented in the TeachCloud cloud
computing simulator. TeachCloud features a new graphical user
interface (GUI) for CloudSim, adding SLA management and
business process management modules on the architecture level,

Similar to CloudAnalyst, yet with more architecture-level
changes, NetworkCloudSim cloud computing simulator [40] has
been introduced to overcome the limitations that can be found in
CloudSim’s network layer. CloudSim's network layer views the
data centre’s resources as a collection of VMs, and therefore it is
capable of simulating limited communications activities between
resources. The developers of NetworkCloudSim argue that
CloudSim suffers when simulating a large distributed application
(such as message passing parallel applications or multi-tier web
applications hosted in different machines), where a precise
evaluation of resource allocation algorithms require a more
sophisticated modelling of the data centre’s interconnection
network. They also claim that they have equipped
NetworkCloudSim (figure 2) with the most advanced realistic
application model compared to CloudSim, where they “... have
designed a network ﬂow model for Cloud data centres utilizing
bandwidth sharing and latencies to enable scalable and fast
simulations.”

interface from the one used in the real application, which extends
the required efforts to execute the experiments.

3.3.2.4 Koala
As a medium-scale discrete-event simulation of IaaS, Koala is a
project run by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) with the aim to implement a cloud computing simulator
that serves the research on cloud in a more controllable
environment [34]. High accuracy models require the definition of
many parameters and lead to long run-times resulting in more
realistic simulation results, whereas the opposite is true for high
abstraction models. Koala has been designed to simulate cloud
environments with some abstractions while maintaining a good
level of model accuracy. Offering a multi-layered architecture
(figure 3) based on the commercial discrete-event simulation
environment SLX [26], Koala was designed to model the Amazon
EC2’s architecture through the use of Eucalyptus APIs.
Figure 2. NetworkCloudSim's new elements introduced to
CloudSim Architecture

3.3.2.2 GreenCloud.
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature
on energy-aware cloud computing date centres. Researchers in
this area have started to adopt the use of cloud computing
simulators to experiment with different environment-friendly
resource allocation algorithms, to utilise the computing resources
in an energy-efficient fashion [32]. As an extension of the wellknown NS2 network simulator [25], GreenCloud was first
introduced in 2010 as a packet-level simulator for energy-aware
cloud computing data centres [30]. Together with the workload
generation and distribution which GreenCloud offers, the
simulator’s primary task is to precisely capture the energy
consumption readings of the data centre components (hosts,
switches and links) as well as any communication patterns in the
packet-level. Moreover, it can simulate and produce the
simulation results for two-tier and three-tier architectures.
GreenCloud’s core strength can be observed in its ability to model
the communication interactions of any data centre network with
an extensive level of detail, since it uses the NS2 to implement a
full TCP\IP protocol model. However, this advantage can affect
GreenCloud’s by limiting its scalability due to the heavy memory
requirement needed to simulate such detailed models.

3.3.2.3 GroudSim .
Similar to CloudSim, GroudSim is a Java-based discrete-event
cloud computing simulator developed by [38]. In contrast to
CloudSim and the aforementioned cloud computing simulators,
GroudSim is capable of supporting the simulation of applications
running on combined cloud and grid platforms. Its developers
claim that it offers better scalability and performance compared to
related process-based simulators, since it uses discrete-event
simulation. GroudSim presents some basic analysis and statistics
of the simulated system. It also supports the modelling of grid and
cloud infrastructures including network and computational
resources, task scheduling, file transfer, and cost, failure and
background models. Nevertheless, GroudSim has not escaped
criticism from its developers, as they state in [37] that although it
has been successfully used in a previous scientific work, the
drawback, was that further programming needs to be done in
order to implement the simulation experiment by using a different

Figure 3. Koala architecture
Koala is capable of simulating several essential cloud computing
components, such as cloud controller, cluster controller and node
controller, where they all communicate using web services. Initial
sensitivity analyses using Koala as a test bed [33] identified the
number of cloud users, number of clusters and number of nodes
per cluster as the major parameters that influence the simulator
behaviour. Perhaps the most interesting feature of Koala (which
has a relation to VM co-residency’s experiments) is that it has
several resource allocation algorithms implemented in the cloud
controller, including least-full first, next-fit, first-fit, most-full
first, percent allocated, random and tag-and-pack. Unfortunately,
NIST’s project would have been more useful for this type of
research if Koala’s developers had made this simulator available
for the researchers to use. This forms the key issue that might be a
strong obstacle that prevents researchers from considering Koala
as a suitable test bed for VM co-residency experiments.

3.3.2.5 iCanCloud.
Very much like the Koala simulator, the iCanCloud simulation
toolkit was specifically implemented to simulate cloud resources
as if they are really running in the Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2). It can also be extended to simulate other cloud
platforms, as its implementers claim with a primary aim “… to
predict the trade-offs between cost and performance of a given
application executed in a specific hardware, and then provide

users with useful information about such costs.” [11]. Originally
built upon the distributed systems simulator, SIMCAN [12],
iCanCloud adopts a multi-layer system design that models the
common cloud computing stack.
With its user-friendly GUI and the ability to generate graphical
reports, iCanCloud simulator easily allows the addition of new
cloud components into its repository. Unlike GroudSim simulator,
iCanCloud provides a POSIX-based API for modelling the
simulation applications in a much easier way. In addition to the
fact that Amazon’s E2C is the only environment which is
modelled in iCanCloud, perhaps the most serious disadvantage of
this simulator is that it does not provide a module to take care of
creating the cloud resources, such as users, hosts, and VMs, at the
start of each simulation run. Instead, it requires use of the
provided GUI to manually define the new cloud resources
parameters one by one, which appears to be impractical when
modelling a large scale cloud environment.

4. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The first and foremost decision need to be made when
experimenting with VM co-residency in the cloud is to select the
appropriate test bed that meets the experiment’s requirements and
constraints. Whether you select a physical test bed or/and a
simulator, each option is most suitable in different scenarios and
different situations. In this paper, 20 of available test beds for
experimenting on VM co-residency in the cloud have been
discussed, including physical test beds (i.e. public IaaS and
private IaaS platforms) and simulators. The evaluation matrix of
these test beds is presented in table 1.
Simulators are usually capable of modelling several essential
cloud computing components with some abstractions, while
maintaining a good level of model accuracy. Simulators can be a
sensible option when experimenting on very large-scale and
dynamic clouds when there is a need to be able to control and
monitor the simulated cloud’s behaviour. While the
aforementioned cloud computing simulators vary in satisfying the
test bed criteria defined earlier, one major criticism is that none of

the discussed simulators implements sufficient VM co-residency
monitoring, detection and reporting modules, which are critical
when studying VM co-residency in the cloud. Implementing these
modules into these existing simulators is not an option for closed
source simulators. On the other hand, introducing these modules
to the open source simulators is possible, but requires a
considerable amount of time and efforts to achieve; especially
when each of the discussed simulators focuses on modelling cloud
elements unrelated to this type of experiment. In addition, some
simulators are platform independent (e.g. Java-based simulators)
but relatively slow in execution.
After exploring the available physical test beds (i.e. public and
private IaaS platforms) for VM co-residency experiments, the
results obtained from experiments that have been carried out using
physical test beds are usually more accurate than when using
simulators, as they are “real” platforms. However, both public and
private IaaS platforms have shown to suffer from a number of
shortcomings. For instance, public IaaS platforms are often not
reproducible test beds, whereas extensibility and repeatability are
hard to achieve. Private IaaS platforms in particular can be an
expensive option when the experiment needs to be conducted on a
large and scalable cloud environment. It is worth mentioning that
[24] confirms that “experiments on real platforms are often not
reproducible, whereas, extensibility, applicability and revisability
are hard to achieve”.
Alternatively, satisfying all test bed criteria can be achieved by
designing and implementing a new flexible discrete-event cloud
computing simulator that solely focuses on modelling all the
behaviours of VM co-residency and its related modules in a way
that supports the run of this type of research experiment in a fully
controllable and repeatable environment. In fact, implementing
and using a custom simulator instead of relying on an existing
simulation tool has become a sensible practice for satisfying each
individual research’s requirements. [35] analysed 141 papers that
use simulation to study large-scale peer-to-peer systems and
reported that 30% of these papers use their own custom simulation
tool.

Table 1. Comparison of test beds and how they satisfy the defined criteria for evaluating a given
test bed suitability for conducting VM co-residency experiments

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, 20 different cloud platforms and software tools have
been examined on their suitability as a test bed for VMs coresidency. These test beds have been categorized into public IaaS
platforms, private IaaS platforms and discrete-event simulators.
These test beds have been selected based on their popularity,
availability of documentation and support, and whether they are
applicable for cloud experimental usage. The selected test beds
have been evaluated against seven criteria such as their
capabilities and flexibilities in modelling an IaaS cloud, and for
input control as well as output analysis. Using simulators can be
useful and more effective, especially if physical test beds (public
and private IaaS platforms) are expensive or not feasible.
However, the evaluation shows that none of the current simulators
can be easily utilized for VM co-residency related research.
Therefore, the future work will consist of extending the
comparison to include benchmarking and emulation test beds, as
well as designing and implementing a discrete-event VM coresidency simulator that allows the modelling of cloud computing
environments and also can simulate and monitor the VMs
behaviour in more depth. It is hoped this VM co-residency
simulator will form a suitable test bed that helps in advancing
researches on this very important topic.
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